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On August 23rd 2011, Harry Carter was part of a team that visited Croydon to 
speak to its young people, following the riots that occurred there earlier this 
month. Throughout the day, Harry submitted on the ground reports to 
http://croydonyouth.posterous.com/ which have been posted below: 

"Gathering outside my house with electronics" 

A 15 year old youth councillor shares with me the scenes he witnessed during the riots, and the problems facing 

his local community. 

The Youth Council in Croydon does seem like an interactive forum for young people to engage with decision 

makers and others positively. They have the opportunity to take part in projects for the benefit of young people 

in their community. 

This youth councillor shared with me how he participated in a project to write a help booklet for those in 

transition from year 11 to further education. It was his belief that working with the authorities in his local 

community made him feel welcome. 

The feeling of welcome, sense of ownership, or stake in the local community it seems helps in some way to 

inform young people about the actions they take, in terms of deciding to, or not to riot. 

In our conversation, he believed government cuts didn't help. However, he argued that this shouldn't be pin-

pointed as a reason to riot and cause damage. Sharing this thought with other young people in the room they 

agreed in general with the statement, but strongly felt that this was more an excuse than a reason. 

Another comment he made about the police not being quick enough in their response was largely agreed upon 

by other young people. Amongst other issues with the police, there was a very obvious negativity to their 

conduct towards young people. This negativity didn't seem as if it came from the fact that young people just 

wanted to challenge authority, but more that they believed the police were disproportionate in their response to 

some, and totally inadequate in their response to other public order emergencies. This argument I think also 

relates to what the young people described as stereotyping those from ethnic minority backgrounds. Quite often, 

they claimed these people would be stopped and searched more often  than white british young people. 

Young People Have Their Say 

A young person from South East Croydon joins the youth councillor who spoke out earlier. She believes young 

people simply have no pride in their community. 

A really interesting vibe I got from talking to the Young People putting post-it notes on the graffiti posters is 

that they are not proud of their communities, but would not actively destroy them. Another common theme was 
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that cuts were hitting hard, and because of the lack of opportunity, people were transforming the fact that they 

had no pride in their community to actively vandalising it. 

This young person said she understood why people might riot, and that the riots happened in lesser well off 

areas of the borough. This was reflected upon by another young person who lived somewhere out of the 

borough. She said it would never occur in her area. 

That being said, there was a positive vibe to the responses I got. All these young people were passionate to get 

the problems solved, and their communities back to normal. A great comment from one was "I will make it on 

my own". This young person was explaining how any lack of anything in the borough shouldn't have been 

provocation for causing damage. She said it's the job of the individual to succeed. This wasn't reflected across 

the room. Most people were calling for more community support. 

Blame Game 

In the general conversation, one clear message coming out was one of anger towards the blame game many 

played. During the riots, there were comments made, according to a young person in the room, that blamed 

certain sections of society. 

He said that young people were being blamed, but also that single parents were being blamed for the actions of 

the young people in the Borough. He said this wasn't fair and instead schools should be looked at. A very 

analytical comment, looking at what he thought was the biggest failure causing people to riot. 

However, the view that only one person, establishment or section in or of society is to blame was not 

representative of the young people present. In one activity, looking at the cause of the riots, there was no clear 

agreement, or main contributing factor. This implies that the young people don't know what caused the riots or 

that the factors are too complex. A positive and mature approach to discussion was displayed throughout this 

discussion. 

Local observation of causes is definitely needed because no clear winner here. 

Actions Regarding the Police 

Being one of the most discussed topics of the day, a few actions were agreed upon by the young people that 

would go some way in increasing the positive aspects of a relationship between police and young people. 

1. Train PSCSOs about how to approach young people 

2. Educate young people on their rights 

3. Get a relationship built up from a young age so the first encounter many have with the police is a positive one 

- this I believe is key, because the police are a big and powerful institution. To not have positive contact with 

them doesn't help the issue of mis-trust many said they felt. 
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Increase Opportunities 

Many felt lack of opportunity caused people to think less about their actions in the riots. The young people we 

spoke to saw this amongst some of their peers and certainly as an issue of key importance when taking some 

learning from the riots. 

To increase the number of people accessing opportunities, as was mentioned, which almost suggests that they 

are there (this was corroborated) but not taken up, the young people believed a few things should happen. 

1. That EMA should be restored - schools should be in control to give it to needy students 

2. The myth that degrees are first and foremost must be dispelled  

3. Pupil Mentoring schemes should be interested - interesting how peer support amongst young people was 

favoured 

4. School based youth work - which would increase the accessibility of the services to young people 

All these opportunities it was interesting to see could be set up now, but would remain for a long period of time. 

The day continues with amazing passion 

Social Media 

Social media was used, according to many sources, as a tool for organising riots. It was also used as a tool to 

condemn the riots. Young people in Croydon link this to why so many young people were unfairly blamed. 

In Croydon it was interesting to see that only 24 young people were arrested for disturbances out of the total 

number arrested which was a lot more. 

There was suggestion amongst the young people that because the majority of users of social media are young 

people, there was a wider assumption that they caused the most trouble. This was supported by another general 

idea that young people were an easy target for blame. 

Final Comments 

The day has drawn to a close, lots of information has been captured, and conversations have been filled with 

genuine passion, care and concern for both the voice of young people and the community of Croydon 

Young Person "lots of people listen to us. This is not the first time we've done this. Like we're saying the same 

thing we said last year. No change comes from it" 
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Obviously there are instances where young people have been consulted, but not taken into account. The voices 

of the young people here though will be directly fed into the council, and the need to here young people's voices 

on an issue such as the riots is extremely important. 

Linda, Head of Inclusion commented on the response from young people calling it mature and sophisticated. 

She assured the young people that they were ambitious and determined to facilitate the voice of young person 

and ongoing debates at local level will occur. 

Summary of Listening to Young People in Croydon 

Young People in Croydon got the opportunity to speak out about the riots that occurred in their local community 
two weeks ago. A team from Practical Participation and De Montfort University’s Centre for Social Action 
interviewed the young people in a day of workshops and discussion at Croydon Central Library. 
 
The young people present condemned the violence they witnessed but insisted that there were underlying 
reasons as to why many in their communities felt like they had nothing to lose.  
They followed this by arguing that the lack of training opportunities and facilities in the community failed the 
young people. There was a recognition amongst the young people that there was no single main cause for the 
riots, more an interplay between a range of different catalysts.  

Valuing an opportunity to be listened to, the young people from Croydon set out key priorities for the area. They 

offered suggestions about the work that must be done to bring their community back to normality, giving young 

people where they live a voice to decision makers, and building better relationships with the police. Actions 

from this meeting will be discussed at length across the borough at locality meetings in early September. 
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